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1: A Wild State Of Hockey
The most up-to-date breaking news for the Minnesota Wild including highlights, roster, schedule, scores and archives.
The Minnesota Wild, www.enganchecubano.com, "The State of Hockey" and State of Hockey.

Where does it come from? The University of Minnesota first organized a hockey team in and though
unsanctioned by the University, played a game against a team from Winnipeg on February 19, Around the
turn of the century, indoor games begun to pop up around Minnesota in increasing frequency. Slowly and
deliberately, the landscape of Minnesota hockey began to take shape and before we knew it, Minnesota
became the beating heart of USA Hockey with the game flourishing at all levels. That starts with youth
hockey, from mini-mites to high school and every level in between. That number becomes even more
impressive upon the realization that high school hockey players are technically not affiliated with USA
Hockey so that number could be a few thousand higher even. The number two state is Michigan with slightly
more than 50, The staggering statistic here is that Minnesota has considerably more hockey participation
despite Michigan having nearly double the population. This video for the Olympics was shot in Minnesota and
shows the type of attitude displayed towards the game not found anywhere else in the country. Each year in
March, fans flock to the Xcel Energy Center for the state boys high school hockey tournament. Over , fans
attended 8 sessions, a new record. Minnesota is also a hotbed for college hockey, boasting 5 division I hockey
schools. Also in the tournament are St. College hockey players continue to rise to the NHL ranks at an
increasingly large rate and many of those players are Minnesotans. For now let us examine the history of
professional hockey in Minnesota. Among those expansion franchises was Minnesota and a team that would
become known as the North Stars. In , the North Stars moved to Dallas after controversy surrounding
ownership and the inability to finalize a deal on a new arena for the team pushed them out. Just 4 years after
the North Stars left, the league announced that Minnesota would be one of four cities to receive and expansion
franchise along with Nashville, Atlanta and Columbus. This new team became known as the Wild and it began
play in the season. Some were slow to come around to cheering for a new team and still missed the North
Stars while some were just elated to have hockey back in Minnesota. Regardless, the State of Hockey
immediately validated the decision to bring pro hockey to the area again with staggering attendance numbers
and rabid enthusiasm despite a sub par team in the early years. Minnesota quickly garnered the 6th highest
attendance numbers in the league during the inaugural Wild season and they never slowed down. From to , the
Wild sold out every single game from exhibition to regular season and playoffs, an unprecedented run of over
consecutive games. In terms of average attendance by percentage of capacity, Minnesota ranks fourth in the
league this year at Minnesota Hockey Detractors In Minnesota, the State of Hockey moniker is revered as a
symbol of our heritage and our passion for the game. Not everyone agrees though, detractors are quick to point
out the fact that Minnesota has never won a Stanley Cup. The Minnesota Wild have yet to make it to a Stanley
Cup finals series but the franchise is still young and if you believe in trends, Minnesota is certainly headed in
the right direction. Citing the lack of Stanley Cup success in Minnesota however, is missing the point. Still,
critics also point out that the North Stars left for Dallas and claim that it was due to lack of support from the
fans, so therefor, how is Minnesota still called the State of Hockey? Suffice to say there exist various
hypotheses on why the North Stars truly left. The bottom line is this: But neither one of those facts has yet to
slow the enthusiasm for hockey in Minnesota, and that is what really matters. Producing the largest amount of
American-born National Hockey League talent has long been part of the lore of Minnesota hockey. Minnesota
has produced nearly 60 more NHL players than the next closest state, Massachusetts, and nearly more than the
third place state of Michigan. On top of that, some of the best U. Anders Lee, a budding super star for the
Islanders, is a Minnesota native. Shattuck is one of the premier hockey development schools in all of North
America and has produced countless NHL talents. Additionally, TJ Oshie, one of the highlights of the Sochi
Olympics , is from Washington originally but moved to Minnesota to develop his game and play high school
hockey for the Warroad Warriors. Coach Herb Brooks also hailed from Minnesota. To truly understand the
State of Hockey, you would have to brave the cold and attend an event like the U. You would have to immerse
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yourself headfirst into the emotional celebration that is Hockey Day Minnesota. You would need to tour the U.
Hockey Hall of Fame in Eveleth, Minnesota and feel the history surrounding you. To truly understand the
State of Hockey, you would have to attend the state high school hockey tournament and be one of over 20,
fans going crazy for an amateur game or go to a MN Wild hockey game and see first hand the love affair
Minnesota shares with the game. The State of Hockey is maybe best summed up, however, in one simple
song. Originally published in March of , hockey in the great state of Minnesota only grows stronger with each
passing year.
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2: A Wild State of Hockey: The Minnesota Wild's First Season on the Ice | eBay
The Hockey Lodge is the official online retailer of The Minnesota Wild hockey lodge retail store - with products for the
Minnesota Wild, AHL's Iowa Wild, college hockey teams and vintage North Stars items.

Playing alongside Sidney Crosby certainly helps. Simon scored twice, Evgeni Malkin also scored two
power-play goals and Crosby had three assists to reach another career milestone as the Penguins topped the
Minnesota Wild on Thursday night. Simon was recalled on Jan. He doubled that total on Thursday. Malkin,
who has 23 goals, added an assist to give him 16 goals and 31 points in his last 24 games. Carl Hagelin had a
goal and an assist and Brian Dumoulin scored once for Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh has wins in seven of its last nine
games overall. Staal scored his 20th of the season, Mikael Granlund added his 15th on the power play and
Jonas Brodin had his fifth for the Wild, whose season-best six-game points streak ended. Alex Stalock stopped
16 shots in relief. When you score three goals late, it makes it look a little better, but they stopped playing a
little bit and we got a couple breaks and scored goals. But when they turned it on, we had no answer for them.
Crosby has three goals and 19 points during the streak. He is one goal shy of his th of his NHL career. Malkin
scored a power-play goal later in the period. Pittsburgh extended the lead to on second-period goals scored by
Hagelin and Dumoulin. Wild F Matt Cullen, who helped the Penguins win back-to-back Stanley Cups,
returned to Pittsburgh for the first time since signing with Minnesota in the summer as a free agent. Penguins
G Matt Murray was active for the first time since Jan. He returned home to Canada on Jan. Visit Columbus on
Tuesday. Continue a four-game homestand Tuesday against San Jose.
3: Minnesota Wild | Stream Wild Games | Minnesota Wild
Linking the Wild to "The State of Hockey" theme In their first season, the Wild leveraged Minnesota's rich hockey
heritage, by emphasizing "The State of Hockey" theme. At home games, a child skates to center ice with The State of
Hockey flag before the puck drops.

4: State of Hockey: Minnesota Wild (Video ) - IMDb
Listen to the official Minnesota Wild podcast, featuring exclusive interviews with players, alumni and staff and hosted by
the Minnesota Wild Radio Network's Kevin Falness. "The State of.

5: The State of Hockey Explained
Thats how deep the rift is and this DVD seems to sew the Wild as a cure-all when that is not the case, especially the
further North you get in the state in places on the Iron Range where the real hockey fanatics are.

6: Official Minnesota Wild Website | www.enganchecubano.com
One of my favorite things at the Minnesota Wild games is singing along to the State of Hockey song - if you don't know
the song by heart, start memorizing now so you can sing a long with me and the crowd.

7: A Wild State of Hockey by Thomas U. Tuttle
After a seven-year absence, the National Hockey League returned to the state of Minnesota in the form of the Minnesota
Wild. This is the story of their first season on the ice. The spirit of the Minnesota Wild Anthem.

8: NHL Minnesota Wild: The State of Hockey - Movie Quotes - Rotten Tomatoes
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To truly understand the State of Hockey, you would have to attend the state high school hockey tournament and be one
of over 20, fans going crazy for an amateur game or go to a MN Wild hockey.

9: Brief demotion does the trick for Minnesota Wildâ€™s Jordan Greenway
Zach Parise is just one goal away from the State of Hockey scoring title. Parise registered career points No. and to lead
the Minnesota Wild to a win over the Los Angeles Kings last week.
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